Process of thermal self -action of powerful ultrasonic signals in viscous liquids are theoretically and experimentally investigated. Simultaneous realization of acoustic beam self-focusing and sound induced self-transparency of liquid gives a new nonlinear effect of high energy wave packet self-concentration. A pulse with duration At N 10s is formed inside the liquid, the intensity of ultrasound in its peak is several times greater than the input level. The parameters of this process are calculated, which are in a good agreement with experimental data.
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Introduction
Estimates [I] have shown, that only thermal mechanism of actual liquid nonlinearity can distinguish in nonexotic liquids, ultrasonic beam self -focusing (SF) in the background of a shock wave formation in a strong field and of other competitive processes, such as soundinduced longitudinal streams and convection, as well as diffusion heat transport. This estimates yielded the conditions for experimental realization of thermal SF of ultrasound. For the first time this phenomenon was observed in relatively flowable benzene [2] and then in more viscous glycerine [3] ; the results of these experiments are in good agreement with theoretical estimates. In glycerine, together with SF, an effect of acoustic self -transparency (ST) was observed, i. e. an increase in depth of ultrasound penetration into medium with the growth of input acoustic energy. ST is stimulated by the temperature dependence of absorptance The thermal conductivity process neglected considering that the time of thermal smearing q-= a2/[ = lo2 s (a = 0,5 cm -radius of the beam) exceeds characteristic times of SF and ST. For a beam of finite width and the use of near -axis approximation the solutions of (1) are in the form (assume the gaussian profile at the input:
In coordinates u = Sox, v = So(cot -x) from (1) it follows that:
The efficiency of the process is defined by parameters bl -b3. We estimate their values, as well as all subsequent estimates are performed, for glycerine at TO = -50°C:
Boundary conditions for (3) are: at u = 0 : v = Soq,t :
The analytical solution of (3), derived by iterative process, gives: in glycerine xo = 1.5 cm. At larger distances x > xo the pulse structure is formed: peaks arise at a finite number of points, the coordinates J of which are defined by;
The peak values of J and R are:
If the distance from the transducers is x = 7.5 cm the intensity of the first peak is J(E = 15) << 1 that at the second peak is J(J E 62) = 3. The relative radius of the beam r E R-lI2 'V 0.2. The duration of the pulse formed is: A t 'V 2~/ ( 2 b~S~x )~/~ 'V 6 . Turning to real time t , we find , that for input intensity Jo = 8W/cm2, 62s after switching on the source, a pulse of duration A t Y 6s is formed. Its intensity is 3 times higher, than the input evel. The The phenomenon of acoustic energy self -concentration is perspective for applications. The large growth of intensity, in comparison with the input level, permits a strong and controlled ultrasound in deep layers of matter without noticeable influence on its surface. This feature can be employed in medicine and technology.
